
Connect with us to see PS DVIR in action and learn how we help you fleet stay safe and 
efficient on the road ahead.

Our easy-to-use driver vehicle inspection report (DVIR) solution helps drivers keep 
their vehicles and trailers road-ready with an intuitive interface for recording defects, 
capturing photos, and documenting maintenance issues.

Streamline the DVIR process with drop-down items for 
each inspection category, eliminating the need for 
drivers to type and making their lives easier.

SIMPLIFIED INSPECTION REPORTING

Close the loop on repairs and fixes while maintaining 
compliance with FMCSA and DOT regulations by 
automatically storing, retaining, and importing DVIR 
data—including photos—directly into your 
maintenance system.

YOUR WORKFLOW, YOUR WAY

PS DVIR shares real-time inspection report data and 
history in a portal that shows which trucks are safe and 
which need repairs while ensuring drivers remain 
compliant with regulations by completing their DVIRs. 

SAVE TIME & ELIMINATE ERRORS

Help your drivers save time by automatically 
inputting basic information, like driver ID, tractor ID, 
trailer ID, driver name, and odometer information.

BUILT-IN TMS INTEGRATION

Drivers in fleets enrolled in the U.S. Customs Trade 
Partnership Against Terrorism (CTPAT) can certify they 
have completed their 17-point CTPAT inspection in the 
PS DVIR. CTPAT inspection status can also be viewed for 
past DVIRs and in the portal.

SEAMLESS APP INTEGRATION

Simplify Vehicle Inspections with PS DVIR
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Feature Spotlight
PS DVIR

Drivers can perform defect-only checks instead of clicking 
into each inspection area. If no defects are found, drivers 
simply select “no defect,” certify and submit.

DEFECT-ONLY FLOW

Our third signature capture enables drivers to quickly 
review and sign off on repairs to reported defects and 
helps you track the maintenance cycle more efficiently.

THREE-SIGNATURE CAPTURE 
MAINTENANCE WORKFLOW

Verify vehicle issues or load defects with photos 
directly uploaded from your drivers’ tablets.

RESOLVE DEFECTS FASTER WITH 
IMAGES CAPTURED FROM THE FIELD
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